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Objectives for the contribution
Do you agree with these objectives for our contribution? No
1b. What is most important to you?
The climate change issues is getting out of control very fast.
The public is being mislead and many now believe there is some form of man made climate impact.
It is imperative that you urgently view "the great global warming swindle" DVD. Man initiated global warming and
the assertion that climate change is caused by human beings on this planet is a scam.
The Al Gore "an Inconvenient truth" DVD is a scam to manipulate public opinion with the long term objective to
create new taxes and to halt industrial development and bring together a new world order under the banner of
saving everyone.
You must urgently find out about chem trails (no Nick Smith it is not water vapour), discover why there is
aluminium, barium and strontium in our rain water, geo engineering and the on going weather control programme
(signed off by the NZ Royal Society), the US military industrial complexes plan for full spectrum dominance and to
own the weather by 2020. Find out about agenda 21, the on going planning to create a united states of Europe and
why not have a look at the Georgia guide stones noting the emphasis on eugenics for some light relief.
It is time to wake up and stop doing what you are doing here.
Thank you.

What would be a fair contribution for New Zealand?
2. What do you think the nature of New Zealand’s emissions and economy means for the level of target that we
set?
How will our contribution affect New Zealanders?
3. What level of cost is appropriate for New Zealand to reduce it's greenhouse gas emissions? For example, what
would be a reasonable reduction in annual household consumption?
4. Of the opportunities for New Zealand to reduce its emissions (as outlined on page 15 of the discussion
document), which do you think are the most likely to occur, or be most important for New Zealand?
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5. How should New Zealand take into account the future uncertainties of technologies and costs when setting its
target?
Other comments
6. Is there any further information you wish the Government to consider? Please explain.

